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Call for Papers
The “theme” of the fall issue of the Journal of Mathematics Education at Teachers College will be Evaluation. This “call for papers” is an invitation to mathematics education professionals, especially Teachers College students, alumni and friends, to submit articles of approximately 2500-3000 words describing research, experiments, projects, innovations, or practices related to evaluation in mathematics education. Articles should be submitted to Ms. Krystle Heckar at JMetc@tc.columbia.edu by January 21, 2012. The spring issue’s guest editor, Ms. Heather Gould, will send contributed articles to editorial panels for “blind review.” Reviews will be completed by February 1, 2012, and final drafts of selected papers are to be submitted by March 1, 2012. Publication is expected by April 15, 2012.

Call for Volunteers
This Call for Volunteers is an invitation to mathematics educators with experience in reading/writing professional papers to join the editorial/review panels for the spring 2012 and subsequent issues of JMetc. Reviewers are expected to complete assigned reviews no later than 3 weeks from receipt of the manuscripts in order to expedite the publication process. Reviewers are responsible for editorial suggestions, fact and citations review, and identification of similar works that may be helpful to contributors whose submissions seem appropriate for publication. Neither authors’ nor reviewers’ names and affiliations will be shared; however, editors/reviewers’ comments may be sent to contributors of manuscripts to guide further submissions without identifying the editor/reviewer.

If you wish to be considered for review assignments, please request a Reviewer Information Form. Return the completed form to Ms. Krystle Heckar at heckar@tc.columbia.edu or Teachers College Columbia University, 525 W 120th St., Box 210, New York, NY 10027.

Looking Ahead
Anticipated themes for future issues are:

- Spring 2012: Evaluation
- Fall 2012: Equity
- Spring 2013: Leadership
- Fall 2013: Modeling
- Spring 2014: Teaching Aids

TO OBTAIN COPIES OF JMetc
To obtain additional copies of JMetc, please visit the Journal’s website www.tc.edu/jmetc. The cost per copy delivered nationally by first class mail is $5.00. Payment should be sent by check to JMetc, Teachers College Columbia University, 525 W 120th St., Box 210, New York, NY 10027.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by other than The Program in Mathematics and Education must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy, to republish, to post on servers for commercial use, or to redistribute to lists requires prior specific permission. Request permission from JMetc@tc.columbia.edu.